
building
PANAGIA 
CHAPEL
THE DIAKONIA RETREAT CENTER

The Panagia Chapel at the Diakonia Retreat Center depicts different designs that derive from the 
Byzantine era. It will allow visitors to connect with a civilization that dates back over a thousand 
years. By connecting with our roots and tradition through the design of the chapel we are engaging 
our “Ellinochristianikos Politismos,” or our “Helleno-Christian Civilization.”

Donate today to be a critical part of making this vision a reality.

C H _ R C H
W H AT  I S  M I S S I N G ?

YOU ARE. 



synthrono

iconostasis

ayia trapeza

A low marble icon screen crafted in the earliest style. 
It provides a barrier to the holy altar yet allows an 
unobstructed view.

Hand-carved from white pentelic marble with accents in 
other colors, the ayia trapeza is covered, in the ancient 
manner, with a kivorion, which represents the heavens.

The synthrono is seating in the apse of the church in the 
back of the altar. It combines the bishop’s throne and 
seating for clergy. It will be carved from marble. It is in 
bench style without the arms forming individual seats to 
allow for more seating behind the altar. 

koghi

A small altar table, placed to the left of the altar and is 
dedicated to the Precious and Life-Giving Cross. A second 
is placed to the right and dedicated to St. Andrew.

$60,000

$40,000

$80,000 $8,050 x 2 pieces



stasidia

icon stands

The psaltírion is made of wood and 
will feature intricate carvings. The 
chapel will have two of these. 

psaltírion

This icon stand is hand carved from oak and will feature detailing on the base 
like the one pictured above. The chapel will have two of these. 

The stasidia is made of wood and carved with a simple 
pattern. It will stay against the wall so the marble floor 
will not be covered. The chapel will have 75 of these. 

$850 x 75 pieces

$8,050 x 2 pieces

$6,050 x 2 pieces



throno

The throno is made of marble and 
will have the detailing shown above 
with the peacocks. Instead of the 
carpet, the steps will have the marble 
design pictured above. 

prothesis
This prothesis is a marble table on which the communion          
bread and wine are prepared.

$50,000

$7,000



architect sketches



architect sketches (cont.)

price breakdown

stasidia

icon stands

psaltírion

iconostasis

synthrono

$850 x 75 pieces

$8,050 x 2 pieces

$6,050 x 2 pieces

$60,000

$40,000

ayia trapeza 

koghi

throno

prothesis

$80,000

$8,050 x 2 pieces

$50,000

$7,000


